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Abstract—As written by statistician George Box ”All models
are wrong, but some are useful”, standard diffusion derivation or
Feynman path ensembles use nonphysical infinite velocity/kinetic
energy nowhere differentiable trajectories - what seems wrong,
might be only our approximation to simplify mathematics. This
article introduces some basic tools to investigate this issue. To
consider ensembles of more physical finite velocity trajectories, we
can work in (x, v) phase space like in Langevin equation with
velocity controlling spatial steps, here also controlled with spatial
potential V (x). There are derived and compared 4 approaches
to predict stationary probability distributions: using Boltzmann
ensemble of steps/points in space (GRW - generic random walk)
or in phase space (psGRW), and analogously Boltzmann ensemble
of paths in space (MERW - maximal entropy random walk) and
in phase space (psMERW), also generalized to Lévy flights. Path
ensembles generally have much stronger Anderson-like localization,
MERW has stationary distribution exactly as quantum ground state.
Proposed novel MERW in phase space has some slight differences,
which might be distinguished experimentally. For example for
1D infinite potential well: ρ = 1 stationary distribution for step
ensemble, ρ ∼ sin2 for path ensemble (as in QM), and ρ ∼ sin for
proposed smooth path ensembles - more frequently approaching
the barriers due to randomly gained velocity.

Keywords: diffusion, phase space, Langevin, Schrödinger
equation, tunneling, maximal entropy random walk, Lévy flights

I. INTRODUCTION

In standard derivation of diffusion equation, or in Feynman
path integrals [1], we consider steps in space, in continuous
limit using ϵ ∝ δ2 → 0 for ϵ being temporal step and δ being
spatial step - because width of Gaussian grows with square root
of the number of steps. It means velocity and mv2/2 kinetic
energy goes to infinity (v = δ/ϵ → ∞), nowhere differentiable
trajectories.

While such infinite velocity trajectories seem clearly nonphysi-
cal, a basic question is if physics really use them? Maybe only we
use them to simplify mathematics? It is mathematically more dif-
ficult, but doable to use ensembles of more physical trajectories
- bringing question if they could lead to a better agreement with
experiment? The main purpose of this article is to start asking
these basic but very difficult questions, by comparing 4 different
approaches for a given spatial potential V (x). Fig. 1 summarizes
examples of predicted stationary probability distributions. For
example uniform vs ∼ sin2 vs ∼ sin-like behavior near a barrier
from the infinite well case might be distinguishable. A dynamical
example as tunneling with concrete final velocities is shown in
Fig. 2, and further in Section V - as expected getting exponential
probability decrease with barrier width, but also dependence from
the initial velocity, intuitively required but neglected in standard
approaches. Basic code is available in the link on the right.

To consider ensembles of more physical trajectories, as in
Langevin equation [2] we can go to (x, v) phase space - include
finite velocity v in evolved state, which changes randomly and

Figure 1. While (Jaynes) maximal entropy principle says we should use
Boltzmann ensembles, being at heart of statistical physics, there are various
ways to apply it, e.g. steps, paths and smooth paths ensembles. They lead
to different predictions, this way bringing difficult question: which one is the
most appropriate for various scenarios. The novel smooth path ensembles are
obtained by going to phase space - with velocity controlling spatial step,
and being randomly modified: (x̃, ṽ) → (x̃ + ṽ, ṽ ± 1). Both MERW and
psMERW have stationary distributions being ground states of Schrödinger
equation, the latter using its written phase space version: with Laplacian ∆v

for velocity coming from ṽ → ṽ ± 1 transition. There are shown example
trajectories for 1D infinite potential well, generated with Mathematica code in
https://community.wolfram.com/groups/-/m/t/3124320. We can see smooth paths
are more likely to reach barriers thanks to randomly gained velocity v, which
has distribution close to Gaussian. In the bottom part there are shown stationary
probability distributions: for all approaches in space (up) and for psMERW in
phase space (down), for 3 popular potentials: 1D harmonic potential, 1D infinite
well as above, and radial 3D V ∝ −1/r point electric or gravitational potential.

controls evolution in space (xt+1 − xt ∝ vt). To get various
behaviors which could be compared experimentally, there is
included general spatial potential V (x).

Another basic crucial question is if we should base on max-
imizing local entropy production GRW (generic random walk)
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with walker considering single steps, what leads to Boltzmann
ensemble in space. Or maybe better use maximizing mean en-
tropy production MERW (maximal entropy random walk) using
Boltzmann ensemble of entire paths - like random walk along
Ising sequence, or ”Wick-rotated” Feynman path ensembles,
Euclidean quantum mechanics [3] - mathematically leading to
the same stationary probability distribution as quantum ground
state, with much stronger Anderson-like localization property [4].

This much stronger QM/MERW localization is crucial espe-
cially for electrons in semiconductor - standard diffusion would
predict nearly uniform stationary electron probability distribution
for such lattice of usually two types of atoms, which should
flow if attaching external potential. In contrast, in QM/MERW
and experiments these electrons are strongly localized, visualized
e.g. in [5], what prevents conductance in such semiconductor.
MERW allows for working diffusions model of e.g. diode as
semiconductor p-n junction [6].

Neutrons are another objects confirmed to have quantum
ground state stationary probability distribution [7] as predicted
by both MERW and QM. Also for ”walking droplets”: classical
objects with wave-particle duality, there were experimentally
observed QM-like statistics [8]. They brings a difficult general
question which approach should be used in which case, e.g. for
diffusion of molecules, solitons, or dust halos in astronomical
settings.

While MERW might be appropriate for frequently interacting
objects, e.g. for rarely interacting sparse dust halo it seems
more connivent to consider MERW in phase space. Combining
them was one of motivations for this article, also to compare
predictions of all these models, which hopefully could be exper-
imentally distinguished in some future.

Beside Langevin equation, related approaches are e.g. phase-
space formulation of quantum mechanics [9], or Feynman path
ensemble in phase space [10]. However, they do not actually use
velocities to choose spatial step, leading to different equations.
While here we consider Boltzmann path ensembles in phase
space, for Feynman it can be found in [11] discussed further.

Unfortunately formulas for such more physical trajectories be-
come more complicated, requiring to solve functional eigenequa-
tions, for which analytical solutions could be found rather only
for very simple cases. Fortunately there are available tools to
do it numerically, like the used NDEigensystem function of
Wolfram Mathematica.

Section II introduces to GRW and MERW philosophies in-
cluding continuous limit. Section III contains their proposed ex-
tension to phase space. This is early version of article, hopefully
stimulating further research in this direction, especially toward
experimental distinguishing of the discussed 4 approaches. Sec-
tion IV briefly discusses expansion to infinite variance steps:
ensembles of Lévy flights in space and phase space. Section V
discusses tunneling in this approach, especially dependence from
initial velocity.

II. GENERIC AND MAXIMAL ENTROPY RANDOM WALK

This section briefly introduces to GRW/MERW1 random walks
summarized in Fig. 3, 4, for details see e.g. [4], [15].

While further we will use lattice for continuous limit, let us
start with general random walk on a graph given by adjacency
matrix M : Mij = 0 if there is no edge between i and j, otherwise

1MERW introduction: https://community.wolfram.com/groups/-/m/t/2924355

Figure 2. Tunneling comparison for dynamic scenario: example of discrete
numerical evolution of probability distribution for MERW and psMERW on size
200 lattice in space (21 in velocity) and infinite potential well with additional
symmetric potential barrier in the center. The parameters were chosen to get
similar behavior - still obtaining visible qualitative differences, like boundary
behavior (randomly gained velocity in psMERW makes it easier to reach
barriers), differences in warmup, and widths of distributions. We can see velocity
asymmetry during warmup - toward barrier have faster entropy growth. While
MERW/QM tunneling velocity is a controversial question by some claimed to
use superluminal ([12], [13]) - we see it rather diffuses through barrier, in phase
space we get concrete finite velocities (like electrons in [14]) - randomly gained
velocity to pierce the barrier. Fig. 7 shows simulations of transition probability
dependence from both barrier width, but also initial velocity.

it is 1, or for generality it has some weight here. For Boltzmann
path ensemble it is natural to parameterize:

Mij = exp(−βVij) (e.g. Vij = (Vi + Vj)/2) (1)

https://community.wolfram.com/groups/-/m/t/2924355
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Figure 3. Three basic philosophies to predict stationary probability distributions.
Left: in stochastic picture we basically guess stochastic propagator, usually
maximizing entropy separately for each step (GRW), what leads to Boltzmann
ensemble of positions in space. Right: in ergodic picture we assume we fully
control deterministic evolution. Center: in contrast, in thermodynamics, statistical
physics we do not assume knowing such details. Instead, we assume the safest
statistical model accordingly to Jaynes’ principle: maximizing entropy. It leads to:
for each point consider Boltzmann ensemble of possible paths from it, their statics
give MERW stochastic propagator. It is nonlocal (depends on the entire situation),
but effective model - used only by us to predict the most likely distributions,
not used by the object itself - governed by some complex unknown evolution.
In this article we expand MERW philosophy to phase space, using Boltzmann
ensemble of more physical trajectories.

for Vij being energy of i → j step, and β = 1/kBT in
thermodynamics for T temperature, for quantum-like statistics
can be related with Planck’s ℏ.

For such given M matrix we would like to find stochastic
matrix of transition probabilities for Markov process:

Sij = Pr(Xt = j|Xt−1 = i) satisfying
∑
j

Sij = 1

and using only allowed transitions: Mij = 0 ⇒ Sij = 0, what
is equivalent with assigning Vij = ∞ energy to this transition.

A basic approach to choose S, referred as generic random
walk (GRW), is assuming uniform/Boltzmann ensemble among
single possible steps, this way maximizing local entropy for this
step (minus mean energy for Boltzmann):

SGRM
ij =

Mij

di
for di =

∑
j

Mij (2)

For symmetric M = MT it leads to stationary probability
distribution ρS = ρ being just ρGRW

i = di/
∑

j dj .

A. Maximal entropy random walk (MERW)

In contrast, in MERW we maximize mean entropy production
(minus mean energy for Boltzmann), what is equivalent to
uniform/Boltzmann ensemble among infinite paths.

Figure 4. Gathered GRW, MERW formulas for graph defined by matrix M .

Figure 5. Diagrams for derivation of MERW formulas from path ensembles,
exploiting that for Mij = exp(−βVij), matrix power (M l)ij ≈ λlψϕT

combinatorially contains summation over uniform/Boltzmann ensemble of length
l paths from i to j. To get stochastic propagator SMERW

ij , we can consider
length l paths from vertex i, and look at distribution of their first step for
l → ∞ limit. To get stationary probability distribution we can multiply such
two propagators: ρi ∝ liml→∞(M l)ji(M

l)ik ∝ ϕiψi.

The basic tool to calculate its stationary distribution and
propagator is noticing that for Mij = exp(−βVij), matrix power
M l combinatorially contains sum of Boltzmann path ensemble:

(M l)ij =
∑

γ:γ0=i,γl=j

exp(−βE(γ)) for E(γ) =

l∑
i=1

Vγi−1γi

(3)
We are interested in l → ∞ limit, for which using natural
assumption of connected and acyclic graph, the Frobenius-Perron
theorem says there is a single dominant eigenvalue λ, allowing
to use ϕ, ψ dominant eigenvectors in the limit:

M l ∝ λlψϕT ≡ λl|ψ⟩⟨ϕ| for l → ∞ (4)

Mψ = λψ ϕTM = λϕT maximizing |λ|

We can use both (3) and (4) to find propagator and stationary
probability distribution (for any j, k) as in Fig. 5:

SMERW
ij =

Pr(ij)
Pr(i)

= lim
l→∞

Mij(M
l)jk

(M l+1)ik
=
Mij

λ

ψj

ψi
(5)

ρMERW
i ∝ lim

l→∞
(M l)ji(M

l)ik ∝ ϕiψi (6)

This way ϕ is distribution at the end of past half-paths, ψ at
the end of future half-paths. They come from M l or (MT )l for
l → ∞ propagators from minus/plus infinity, differing by time
direction. To get some position we need to randomly get it from
both direction, so its probability is ρi ∝ ϕiψi product of two
probabilities. For (time) symmetric M =MT both eigenvectors
are equal: ϕ = ψ, getting ρi ∝ ψ2

i Born rule.

B. Lattice and MERW continuous limit to Schrödinger equation

Let us discretize space RD ∋ x = δx̃ for x̃ ∈ ZD and time
R ∋ t = ϵt̃ for t̃ ∈ Z. For continuous limit ϵ, δ → 0. Also
discretize spatial potential: Vx̃ ≡ V (δx̃). For simplicity let us
work in D = 1, with mentioned generalization for D > 1.

1) GRW leading to Boltzmann space ensemble: Allowing only
jumps up to the nearest neighbors: step s ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, we can
choose M matrix as symmetric and using potential:

Mx̃,x̃+s = exp(−β(Vx̃ + Vx̃+s)/2) for s ∈ {−1, 0, 1} (7)

as it is symmetric, GRW stationary probability distribution is
ρx̃ ∝Mx̃,x̃−1+Mx̃,x̃+Mx̃,x̃+1. Assuming continuous potential
V (x), in the limit we get just Boltzmann ensemble in space:

ρGRW (x) ∝ exp(−βV (x)) (8)
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Figure 6. Boltzmann path ensembles: ψ is probability distribution at the end of future half-paths, ϕ at the end of past half-paths. They can be viewed as results of
propagator from plus/minus infinity: M l, (MT )l for l → ∞. To get stationary probability distribution in the center of full paths we need to randomly get it from
both directions: ρ = ϕψ Born rule. While for (time) symmetric M =MT both are equal ϕ = ψ, in the discussed phase space case, time symmetry inverses velocity
- on the right there are 3 cases as in Fig. 1, now with shown ψ(x, v) = ϕ(x,−v), which differ by inversion of velocity, making ρ = ϕψ symmetric. This symmetry
is required as inverting all paths in their Feynman ensemble (including velocities), we get the same ensemble. While here for Boltzmann path ensembles we need two
real eigenfunctions, in Feynman path ensembles they are combined in real/imaginary parts of single complex eigenfunction [11].

2) MERW leading to Schrödinger ground state: For MERW
we assume Boltzmann ensemble among paths, with path energy
as sum of energies of single transitions. For continuous limit this
energy should become integral over time E(γ) =

∫
V (γ(t))dt,

what requires to include time step ϵ in transition energy:

Mx̃,x̃+s = exp(−βϵ((Vx̃ + Vx̃+s)/2)

For MERW we first need to find the dominant eigenvector of
adjacency matrix λψ =Mψ for M given by (7):

λψx̃ = (Mψ)x̃ =
∑

s∈{−1,0,1}

e−βϵ(Vx̃+Vx̃+s)/2 ψx̃+s (9)

Taking exp(−ϵ) ≈ 1−ϵ first order expansion and assuming con-
tinuous potential V (x), for continuous limit we can approximate
the above with:

λψx̃ ≈ ψx̃−1 + ψx̃ + ψx̃+1 − 3βϵVx̃

Subtracting 3ψx̃ from both sides, and multiplying by −1/3βϵ:

3− λ

3βϵ
ψx̃ ≈ − 1

3β

ψx̃−1 − 2ψx̃ + ψx̃+1

ϵ
+ Vx̃ψx̃

Due to change of sign, maximization of eigenvalue |λ| becomes
minimization of (3−λ)/(3βϵ), which in continuous limit should
converge to some energy E. Assuming ϵ = δ2, the difference
term will lead to Laplacian, hence in continuous limit we can
write the eigenequation as stationary Schrödinger equitation
searching for the lowest energy E ground state:

Eψ = −C∆ψ + V ψ ρMERW (x) ∝ (ψ(x))2 (10)

for C = 1/3β in 1D or generally 1/(2D + 1) in dimension D.
We can choose parameters to make it C = ℏ2/2m as in standard
Schrödinger equitation, what is explored e.g. in [15] or in [16]
finding also some agreement toward Dirac equation.

III. RANDOM WALKS IN PHASE SPACE

While standard random walks or Feynman path ensembles use
nowhere differentiable paths of infinite kinetic energy, here we
would like use more physical paths by going to phase space
(x, v): with random change of (finite) velocity v, which defines
deterministic change of position x.

Like in popular Langevin approach [2]:

m
dx

dt
= v m

dv

dt
= −Γv + η

for Γ describing damping (neglected in current version). It has
no potential, hence independent finite variance infinitesimal steps
would lead to Gaussian distribution for velocities.

Here we would like to include energy - both kinetic mv2/2
and some general position dependant V (x):

V̄ (x, v) = V (x) +m∥v∥2/2 (11)

A. GRW phase space continuous limit (psGRW)

Discretizing Z ∋ x̃ = x/δ position, and Z ∋ ṽ = v/ζ
velocity, GRW as Boltzmann ensemble of single steps e.g.
s, s′ ∈ {−1, 0, 1} can be chosen as:

S(x̃,ṽ),(x̃+ṽ,ṽ+s) =
exp(−β(V (δx̃) + 1

2m(ζ(ṽ + s))2))∑
s′ exp(−β(V (δx̃) + 1

2m(ζ(ṽ + s′))2))

The spatial potential contributions V (δx̃) cancel out - leaving
random walk of velocity alone, in mv2/2 kinetic energy acting
as harmonic potential for velocity.

Therefore, while M is not symmetric due to velocity inversion
in MT , for velocity alone it can be made symmetric, leading to
ρ(v) ∝ exp(−βmv2/2) Gaussian stationary probability distri-
bution for velocity, independent from position.

For such position independent symmetric Gaussian velocity
distributions, in infinitesimal limit we can get symmetric M
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among positions, allowing to conclude psGRW stationary proba-
bility distributions as Boltzmann distribution in the phase space:

ρpsGRW (x, v) ∝ exp(−β(V (x) +mv2/2))ρ (12)

B. MERW phase space continuous limit (psMERW)

1) Derivation: Let us discretize space RD ∋ x = δx̃ for
x̃ ∈ ZD and time R ∋ t = ϵt̃ for t̃ ∈ Z. For continuous limit
we will take ϵ, δ → 0. Discretized ṽ ∈ ZD velocity for x̃ →
x̃+ ṽ transition in single step corresponds to v = δ

ϵ ṽ ∈ RD real
velocity. As previously we calculate for D = 1, then mention
for general D.

Denote ψx̃,ṽ = ψ(δx̃, δϵ ṽ) = ψ(x, v) as discretization of con-
tinuous eigenfunction in phase space. Analogously for potential:
V̄x̃,ṽ = V̄ (δx̃, δϵ ṽ) = V̄ (x, v).

In one step x̃→ x̃+ ṽ, and there is a random velocity change
ṽ → ṽ + s, we can assume s ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. To include damping
in future, we could add velocity reduction in below step. In 1D
the MERW eigenequation after neglecting O(ϵ2) terms becomes:

λψx̃,ṽ = (Mψ)x̃,ṽ =
∑

s∈{−1,0,1}

e−ϵβV̄x̃+ṽ,ṽ+sψx̃+ṽ,ṽ+s ≈ (13)

≈
∑

s∈{−1,0,1}

(1− ϵβV̄x̃,ṽ)(ψx̃,ṽ+s + ϵv(∇xψ)x̃,ṽ)

thanks to approximation with derivative ∇x ≡ ∂/∂x:

ψx̃+ṽ,ṽ = ψ(δ(x̃+ ṽ), v) = ψ(x+ ϵv, v) ≈ ψx̃,ṽ + ϵv(∇xψ)x̃,ṽ

Neglecting O(ϵ2) terms eigenequation (13) becomes:

λψx̃,ṽ ≈ ψx̃,ṽ−1 +ψx̃,ṽ +ψx̃,ṽ+1 +3ϵv(∇xψ)x̃,ṽ − 3βϵV̄x̃,ṽψx̃,ṽ

Now subtract 3ψx̃,ṽ from both sides and multiply by
−1/(3β(δ/ϵ)2), getting:

3− λ

3β(δ/ϵ)2
ψx̃,ṽ ≈ − 1

3β

ψx̃,ṽ−1 − 2ψx̃,ṽ + ψx̃,ṽ+1

(δ/ϵ)2
−

−v 1
β

ϵ

(δ/ϵ)2
(∇xψ)x̃,ṽ +

ϵ

(δ/ϵ)2
V̄x̃,ṽψx̃,ṽ

Assuming δ/ϵ → 0, the discrete Laplacian tends to continuous
∆v for velocity. As previously we would like to interpret the
first coefficient as energy: 3−λ

3β(δ/ϵ)2 → E.
For ∇x gradient term we can choose:

1

β

ϵ

(δ/ϵ)2
→ ξ for example ϵ = 3

√
βξ δ2 (14)

or use a sequence ξ → 0 for ξ = 0 in continuous case.
Finally in the continuous limit we get stationary phase space

Schrödinger equation for ψ ≡ ψ(x, v):

Eψ = −C∆vψ − ξv · ∇xψ +

(
V +

1

2
m∥v∥2

)
ψ (15)

where C = 1
3β , or generally C = 1

(2D+1)β in dimension D, is
some constant which can be directly chosen, e.g. dependent on ℏ
or temperature. Analogously for ξ, down to ξ → 0 limit making
position and velocity independent.

To find the stationary probability distribution ρ(x, v), we
need to solve eigenequation (15) minimizing energy E, what
corresponds to |λ| maximization. Higher energy contributions
have exponential decay here. This time M is not symmetric as
MT time symmetry inverses velocity, so we should find left/right
eigenfunction. Fortunately, as in Fig. 6, they differ by just change
of sign of velocity ϕ(x, v) = ψ(x,−v), getting Born rule:

ρ(x, v) ∝ ψ(x, v) ψ(x,−v) (16)

2) Comparison with Feynman path ensemble: Similar t→ it
”Wick rotated” phase space Schrödinger equation was earlier
derived by Bouchaud [11] for QM, Feynman path ensembles:

iℏ
∂Ψ(x, q)

∂t
=

ℏ
2τc

[∆qΨ(x, q)− q2Ψ(x, q)]+

+i

√
ℏ3
mτc

q∇xΨ(x, q) + V (x)Ψ(x, q) (17)

for τc momentum correlation time: as in Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process assuming ⟨p(s)p(u)⟩ = mℏ

2τc
exp(−|s − u|/τc), and

rescaled momentum p =
√
mℏ/τcq. Comparing it with (15)

suggests parameter choice for quantum scale applications.
Beside t → it ”Wick rotation to imaginary time”, there are

some subtle differences between Boltzmann and Feynman path
ensembles. Hamiltonian corresponds to minus M matrix, energy
E corresponds to minus λ - discussed here maximization of λ
corresponds to minimization of energy for the ground state.

In Boltzmann path ensemble excited states vanish exponen-
tially: Mψk = λkψ

k for |λ0| ≥ |λ1| ≥ . . ., then after t steps∑
k akψ

k →
∑

k(λk/λ0)
takψ

k (+normalization). In contrast, in
QM/Feynman path ensembles ψk excited states are stable, rotate
in complex plane. Excited e.g. atoms are believed to deexcite
through interaction with environment.

Transposition MT corresponds to time reversal. As in Fig. 6,
for non-symmetric M ensembles of future and past half-paths
lead to different ϕ, ψ which are real for Boltzmann ensembles.
In contrast, (17) Hamiltonian is self-adjoint: invariant under
time symmetry in conjugation, containing such two asymmetric
real eigenfunction in real/imaginary parts of one complex
wavefunction.

3) Calculation remarks: While for QM/MERW there are well
known analytical solutions of such stationary Schrödinger equa-
tion e.g. for harmonic potential, infinite well, point V ∝ −1/r
potential, their phase space version are more complicated and
Wolfram Mathematica DEigensystem was not able to find
analytical solutions, hence for their example solution in Fig. 1
there was used numerical NDEigensystem, also required for
more complex settings. It uses finite element method, and already
had various issues in the discussed basic cases - resolved e.g. by
manually specifying Dirchlet conditions for infinite well, or for
point potential: solving for ψ(x, v) ∼ exp(−v2−x)ϕ(x, v) type
substitution assuming asymptotic behavior.

Alternative approaches are discretization like in Fig. 2, or
approximation by solving in a finite orthogonal basis of functions
(removing higher modes), especially Gaussian distribution times
Hermite polynomial for velocities (ground state already gets such
higher modes), further developed in [11]. Numerical methods
for psMERW will require further work, especially to include
interaction between multiple particles.

IV. BOLTZMANN ENSEMBLES OF LÉVY FLIGHTS

Laplacians in the discussed derivations came from infinitesi-
mal behavior of x→ x± 1 (MERW) or v → v ± 1 (psMERW)
random steps. As these random steps have finite variance, the
central limit theorem says they lead to Gaussian distribution,
which can be deformed here through Boltzmann path ensemble.

Without the assumption of finite variance, there is generalized
central limit theorem [17], which in infinitesimal limit replaces
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Laplacian with its Riesz fractional derivative generalization,
leading to Lévy flights [18] with steps of infinite variance.

Specifically, φX(k) ≡ Fk[X] = E[eikX ] =
∫∞
−∞ eikxdFX(x)

characteristic function for summation of independent random
variables is just product: φX+Y (k) = E[eikXeikY ] = φX(k) +
φY (k). Hence adding multiple independent steps from the same
distribution (i.i.d.) results in taking powers of characteristic
functions, in the limit of infinite number of steps leading to
below characteristic function of stable distribution centered in
δ:

φαs(k) = exp (itδ − ∥sk∥α) (18)

generally also with asymmetry term, usually neglected in Lévy
flights (maybe it should be considered?). For α = 2 it is just
Gaussian distribution, for α = 1 it is Cauchy distribution. For
α < 2 it has infinite variance, and ρ(x) ∼ |x|−1−α tails.

While x → x ± 1 has lead to Laplacian in infinitesimal
limit, in Lévy flights we replace such finite variance term with
of exp (−∥k∥α) characteristic function - leading to fractional
Riesz derivative, Laplacian, in practice defined for characteristic
function:

Fk

[
(−∆)α/2φ

]
= ∥k∥αFk[φ] (19)

where ∥ · ∥ ≡ ∥ · ∥2 is Euclidean norm - it is crucial to
use spherically symmetric. Using coordinate-wise |k|α instead,
would lead to dominant steps in canonical directions.

For MERW as Boltzmann path ensemble, to use ensemble of
Lévy trajectories of infinite step variance, we need to replace
Laplacian in Schrödinger equation wits such fractional one
(−∆x)

α/2. Such fractional Schrödinger equation is considered
in literature [19], also recently getting experimental realiza-
tion [20]. For example in 1D infinite potential well, in MERW
we get EFk[ψ] = |k|αFk[ψ] type eigenequation, due to Dirchlet
conditions having sin-like solutions - going to Boltzmann ensem-
ble of Levy trajectories does not change stationary probability
distribution, only energy levels.

For psMERW analogously we can use Lévy flights of veloc-
ities by replacing Laplacian in (15) with fractional (−∆v)

α/2,
getting phase space fractional Schrödinger equation. It would
allow to model ensembles of smooth paths with changes of
velocity having infinite variance, for example corresponding to
large velocity changes during collisions in e.g. dust. Applying
Fourier transform to velocity ψ̃ ≡ ψ̃(x, k) =

∫
eikvψ(x, v) it

becomes:

Eψ̃ = (C|k|α + V )ψ̃ +

∫
eikv

(m
2
v2ψ − ξv∂xψ

)
dv

Eψ̃ = (C|k|α + V )ψ̃ − m

2
∂kkψ̃ + iξ∂xkψ̃ (20)

V. TUNNELING SIMULATIONS WITH INITIAL VELOCITY

As in 2, we can simulate tunneling with the discussed path
ensembles - for example using infinite potential well with addi-
tional barrier inside, e.g. rectangular assumed here.

Additionally, for massive particles with high initial velocity,
intuitively probability of crossing the barrier should approach
1. However, in standard Feynman/Boltzmann path ensembles
(QM/MERW) this velocity is infinite, we cannot control it. In
contrast, with discussed phase space ensembles we can choose
initial velocity - Fig. 7 shows code and simulation results, asymp-
totically getting exponential probability decrease with barrier

Figure 7. Tunneling investigation setting (top), Mathematica source (center),
and simulation results (bottom) of tunneling probability dependence from barrier
width w and initial velocity v (and number of steps in bottom-right). The
(discrete) setting is potential barrier of varying width, with symmetric two zero
potential regions of the same fixed width on both sides (ending with infinite
potential walls). We start with probability distribution concentrated in a single
point just before the barrier (green start), and chosen initial velocity (working
in phase space). Then we evolve this distributions using the found psMERW
stochastic propagator, zeroing all density which visited the two absorption regions
(absorb and finish), earlier storing probabilities which ended in the finish region.
There are shown plots for fixed initial velocity (upper-right) and on its left using
rough approximation with guessed ∼ 1 − sech(v2/w) formula. In logarithmic
scale we can observe constant asymptotic direction: exponent of transition
probability reduction with barrier width w. Bottom-left plot fixes barrier width
instead, showing transition probability approaching 1 for high initial velocities.
Similar plots were found in 2009 in walking droplet tunneling experiment [21],
[22], [23]. Bottom-right plot fixes barrier width 2w = 500, showing probability
of reaching the finish in a given number of steps - e.g. allowing to estimate mean
velocity: lowered for fast initial velocity, increased for low initial.

width, but also transition probability approaching 1 for high
initial velocities. We can also see mean velocity decreased for
high initial (e.g. 10 →≈ 7) and increased for low (e.g. 0 →≈ 5)
- the latter for a tiny fraction (≈ 0.00029) of walkers being
successful, the remaining were absorbed instead.

In literature, looking similar dependencies were found espe-
cially in 2009 tunneling experiment for walking droplets [21],
[22], [23]. They complement classical behavior with history
dependence through field carrying (pilot-like) waves from the
previous bounces - high complexity of this dependence leads to
practically random transition probabilities. Not knowing details
of such hidden field, from statistical physics perspective it
seems natural to assume effective description by Boltzmann path
ensembles - requiring smooth paths: phase space variants.
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This behavior can be approximated by ordinary differential
equations - considered for tunneling in [24]. However, it leads
to much more complicated behavior, currently not getting the
required exponential decrease of transition probabilities with
barrier width.

The details of such initial velocity dependence of tunneling
probability were not found in literature - requiring further
investigation, maybe deriving from the discussed smooth path
ensembles, phase space Schrödinger equation, or trying to fit the
numerical simulations - which is close to ≈ 1 − sech(av2/w)
type dependence for some a parameter.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

While popularly considered path ensembles usually use infinite
kinetic energy paths, it is mathematically more difficult but
doable to use ensembles of more physical paths instead by
going to phase space, however, it leads to slightly different
predictions. This article discusses some basics with included
spatial potential to bring attention, hopefully leading to some
attempts to experimentally determine the most appropriate ones
for various physical settings.

This is early article opening various directions for further
work, e.g.:

• Search for possibilities of experimental determination which
of the discussed approaches is the most appropriate for
various scenarios, especially using stationary probability
distributions of positions, maybe also velocities e.g. from
redshifts, or in dynamical settings like tunneling - in various
situations from microscopic e.g. neutrons [7], molecules,
solitons [8], to astronomical e.g. dust halos.

• Find parameters, understand their dependence, universality.
• Mathematical improvements, especially of numerical ap-

proaches, search for analytical formulas for basic cases,
maybe include damping like in Langevin equation, larger
velocity changes through collisions, relativistic corrections,
magnetic field through vector potential, etc.

• While for simplicity we have discussed only stationary
situation, it is worth to also consider dynamics - both
evolution in fixed potential like for electron conductance [6]
or tunneling in Fig. 2, but also much more difficult case of
varying potential - with basics discussed in [15].

• While the discussed analysis was for a single walker, in
practice we usually have multiple interacting - what should
be finally included. One way is through mean-field treat-
ment assuming the remaining have the same distribution,
used e.g. for MERW electron conductance model [6] to
include potential contributions from the remaining electrons.
For psMERW it could be useful e.g. for astronomical dust
halos to include their gravitational self-interaction.

• While we have focused on ensembles of full paths, maybe
it is also valuable to consider ensembles of unidirectional
paths, which have asymmetric velocity distributions like in
Fig. 6.

• While we have focused on continuous limit of infinitesimal
lattice constants, finite lattice can be considered e.g. for
conductance models imagining electrons jumping between
atoms in a lattice. Also, for MERW Darwin term was
recently derived [16] as correction from use of finite lattice.
Especially the latter suggests to also consider psMERW in
some finite lattice, and closely look at corrections it brings.

• Investigate tunneling probability dependence - not only from
barrier widths, but also initial velocity.
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